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New Y ork T im e s
Editor S p e a k s Here
By Alex Vuyst
News Staff
"In this age of great scientific
discovery, the science reporter has a
big responsibility in clearly explaining
to the public the results of scientific
research."
said Walter Sullivan,
Science Editor of the New York Times,
last Friday afternoon in the Calder Fine
Arts Center
Sullivan who spoke to about 300
people m the Louis Armstrong Theatre
on "Science and the Media Explaining
the Inexplicable f rorn Quarks to
Quasars." oothned the duties and
problems that face science writers
today
"To try to spell out to the readership
what we really know whether it be
about "Star Wars" or anything of this
sort where the public has to make
choices.‘ is a real challenge and
responsibility for the reporters." said
Sullivan
I he first duty of the science reporter
according to Sullivan, is to inform the
public about current research m simple
language without overwhelming it with
technical facts
"You can't give them ( the public; that
*■nd ot heavy tough diet of roast beef
»ou have to give them a little light pastry
and stuff that is fun " tie said
A second duty of the sconce
'•■porters according to Sullivan is a
'whistle blowing" or investigative role
,. i,■n;'e writers must be aware c*
i/r.mt dangers in the world and warn
■■.• ; ah' c m:.:-' g.-nt’y about them

King and Queen
For a D a y . ..

Sullivan, who has written several
books communicating
scientific
findings to the public, mentioned the
population explosion as a significant
issue about'which the public needs to
be informed He said that one of the
results of this explosion is a world
vulnerability to catastrophic epidemics
such as AIDS
There are no isolated populations
that can remain tree of a disease long
enough to develop a vaccine or a
resistence to it." he said
Science reporters also face certain
problems in their efforts to inform the
public said Sullivan One problem r.
;he conflict between newspapers and
scientific journals ever who publishes
information revealed at scientdi;
meetings first
Sj/’ne scientific journals, such as the
Ni’fw England Journal ol Medicine,
contend that journals must print the
information first Their argument is
especially m areas related to medical
research that the printing of the
information m the popular press could
See " S u lliv a n " on p. 15

Student Aid
Programs
Changed
By Karen Kacynski
Assistant Editor
r c ogress has pam ed new l egi f.' at. n
..............g
Stsd.-ni f i r m sal A ;

President Lubbers Addresses Forum
_______________________________________

By Jett Brand
News Editor
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News Capsule

Arms.
Qmjjro^QiiL
Reykjavik-• No Dealt Compiled b y J e ff Brand
National

International

The Suprem e C ourt will
consider one of the last
b ro a d
c o n s t it u t io n a l
challenges to the death
penalty, Wednesday, when
lawyers argue that it is
plagued with discriminatory
practices.
The
Reagan
a d m in is tr a tio n may end
economic sanctions against
Poland as a result of the
W arsaw
g o v e rn m e n t's
a m n e sty
fo r
p o litic a l
•prisoners initiated last month.
The five-year-old sanctions
include a ban on new U.S.
credit for that country.
^ Vice P resident George
Bush said Saturday he has
played no role in directing
secret flights that drop arms
to
C o ntra
rebels
in
Nicaragua.
But according to thefr
Associated Press, he said he
has met a Cuban-American
who helps d ire ct the
missions, and said he is "a
patriot."

P resident Reagan to ld
the American people Monday
night about the frustrating
failure at the Reykjavik
summit.
The potential agreement on
a sweeping arms treaty fell
apart over "Star Wars" testing
and deployment. That failure
also deleted plans for
another meeting between
Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
The weekend meeting on
Reykjavik Bay was one of the
m o re
d is a p p o in t in g
superpower m eetings in
post-war time.
Following the Summit,
Gorbachev said that it would
have taken a madman to
accept terms set by Reagan.
White House Chief of Staff
Donald Regan said, "The
Soviets are the ones who
refused to make a deal."
At one point in the summit,
the two sides had reached a
surprising agreement to
eliminate all nuclear ballistic
missiles within the next ten
years.

State

Local
GM b o u g h t Japanese
parts last week.
West
German vessel "Project
Europa" backed into a slip in
M uskegon
M onday
to
off-load parts of a stampling
press shipped from Osa1<a,
Japan. The 3,203-ton metal
press is the second of ten
s h ip m e n ts
s c h e d u le d
through the end of 1987. All
the shipments go to General
Motors.
B lind w ork fo rce faces
n e a rly
70
p e rc e n t
unemployment nation-wide,
according to The National
Federation of the Blind.
Federation President Marc
Maurer told Associated Press
reporters Kalamazoo this
week, "We've got to get laws
passe d
th a t
p ro h ib it
discrimination against the
blind
and
get
b etter
education for the blind
person."
He said that the high
unemployment rate for tne
blind could be reduced by
im p ro v in g
e d u c a tio n a l
opportunities and passing
needed laws.

B a ttlin g fo r Farm Aid,
Rep. Guy Vand^r Jagt and
Gov. Jam es Blanchard
turned back stiff opposition
from the White House last
week.
B ecause
f lo o d in g
destroyed many crops, nearly
one-third of Michigan farmers
say they may not be able to
last another year.
C hildren sh o t to death
in Detroit is a problem which
has grown 40 percent in the
last year.
According to police records
there, 32 youth under age 17
were fatally shot and 251
wounded by gun shot as of
Oct. 1 this year.
All of last year, 237 were
shot, 31 fatally.
M ic h ig a n
p r o m o te s
snow season hoping to raise
between $ 3 -billion and
$4-billion.
According to AAA of
Michigan, this state leads
other midwestern states in
growth of facilities for sports
like skiing and snowmobiling.

Security Encourages Student Input
By Jeff Brand
News E ditor
Several larcenies and
m alicious destruction to
prope rty
reports
have
campus security looking for
student input.
According to Safety and
Security D ire ctor Allen
Wygant, "We're not asking
students combat or in any
way engage, but that they do
take the time to observe and
collect as much information
as they can."
Wygant said there are
several "senseless and costly
acts" displaying immaturity
w hich
p la g u e
the
department.

"The cases that we have
had student help and imput,"
said Wygant, "we have a high
conviction rate and a high
solving rate.”
This week: A larceny was
reported to Grand Valley
Security on Oct. 2, when a
gold neckchain was taken
from an unlocked room in
Robinson Dorm. The chain is
valued at 220 dollars.
Security reports they have
one suspect in the case that
is
p re s e n tly
under
investigation. The suspect is
a Grand Valley student.
A

1986

vehicle

was

reported damaged in Lot E
over the weekend. Campus
security personnel report that
the car was hit in the
right-front fender by another
vehicle.
Authorities say the accident
was a hit-and-run for which
there are no suspects. The
value of damage has not
been reported
Security received five
m alicious destruction to
property com plaints this
week; all involved parked
motor vehicles according to
Director Wygant.
Four of the incidents
occured in Lot B at the

G.R. Center Adds Parking
By Bill W alcott
News Staff
The site of Grand Valley's
downtown campus has been
enlarged to
fit 166
additional parking spaces,
thanks to a land donation
worth nearly $400,000

Daniel Trierweiler, owner
of 29 Burger King franchises
in Michigan, donated the
property that lies south of
Lake
M ichigan
Drive
between
Summer
and
Mount Vernon Avenues
Grand Rapids Bedding
cu rre ntly occupies
the
building on this site

Ron Vansteeland, Grand
Valley vice president for
Administration, views the gift
as, "added convenience Tor
the students, faculty, staff,
and visitors who will take
c la s s e s
and
a tte n d
conferences in our center "

See "Center" p. 16

Ravine apartments. Three of
the car owners reported
having a headlight kicked out
and a couple of the vehicles
may have su ffe re d dam age
to the headlight assembly.
The estimated value to each
car is less than 100 dollars.
Another auto in the Ravine
apartm ents parking lot
suffered slashing to both
passenger-side tires. Cost of
damage is estimated at 130
dollars.
Police say they have two
possible suspects which
were seen leaving the Lot B
area headed for Lot C.
Damage to a fifth vehicle
occured in Lot C when the
left rear window of
a
late-model Chevrolet was
shattered. Officials say that it
did not appear the vandal
entered the vehicle, but
simply "smashed" one of its
windows leading them to
think each of the malicious
acts was done by one
person According to Safety
and Security, this person
probably lives in on-campus
housing

"There were two student
arrests on Friday, Oct. 10 for
liquor law violations and 60
cans
of
beer
w ere
c o n fis c a te d ,"
re p o rte d
Wygant on Monday.
He said, "Both subjects
were in posession and were
trying to get beer into the
dorm."
The two were
arrested between Kistler and
Copeland and cited with
"minor in posession," then
released
according
to
Wygant.
A student was arrested for
re ckle ss
d riv in g
and
displaying an altered I D
Saturday morning at 1:30.
S e c u rity
sa id
they
observed the subject driving
erratically in forward and
reverse in what they
described as "very tight
circles." The student was
doing this at an unsafe speed
in parking lot F.
When security personnel
ran a check on his driver's
license, they discovered the
birth date had been changed

francois cauvin

"Alumni, What do you
miss most about Grand
Valley?"

Editorial:

Campus, Parking
Need More Lights
By Jay Woods
News Staff__________________________

John Morrison
1967 Pioneer Class

Tom Scheppelm an
1970

Carole Schaap
1978

” l don't miss the
studying.''

"The stimulation "

"I miss the Dome (the
old fieldhouse roof) "

An education at Grand Valley usually includes taking a few
night courses. A class at night should be no different than
one taking place during daylight hours, except for the
lighting going to and from class and the complimentary
security concerns which may arise because of poor lighting
The difference in lighting is a problem that is not recognized
enough. Artificial lighting on this campus is inadequate and
presents a safety hazard.
Problems with the lighting have several implications The
campus simply does not have enough lighting, overall,
especially in the parking areas Lighting between buildings is
inadequate, becoming very poor as distance is increased
from any facility. The intensity of the lighting that exists is not
great enough. Lights in the parking area next to Lake
Michigan Hall are not very useful for this reason

"...I have to walk
in the road, in the
dark."

Becky Eckstrom
1980

Steve Crum
1982

Donna Horton-Crum
1982

"I miss the availability
of friends to do things
with."

"Being close to Lake
Michigan "

"My close friends "

Student opinion of campus lighting is varied, but most feel
that lighting on and around campus is poor. Senior Judy
Shue said, "Walking between Kirkhof and the Field House
lot, I have to walk in the road, in the dark " Other areas are not
so bad. She explained, "lighting is nice between buildings
and centrally on campus." Advertising and Public Relations
student Rob Pulver said "the parking lot lighting is not
adequate, and there has been no noticable improvement"
Improvement in lighting was made last spring with the
installation of some large, very tall lamps located in the
central campus area. These lamps seem to be designed to
illuminate the largest area possible from a minimum number
of locations This effort has not failed, and is a step in the
right direction, but more lighting is needed, with more
emphasis on parking lot lighting

(Letters to the Editor)
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Dear Editor
In October 1st edition of the
Lanthorn I read something
■hat shot fire in my eyes This
s a reply to John Bjorhe's
article on pornography
I am fed up with these
uprighteous. save the world
moral majority, ethnocentric
Faiwellians
What is all of
this censorship bull1 It boils
my blood I'm able to decide
J I can handle reading
'Playboy" without raping and
killing coeds- you may find
this statement extreme but
Mr John Bjorhe from the
p ris tin e
and
stuckup
Collegiate Bible Stud.es
Organization would LKe us tc
believe t hat there is a
DIRECT
link
between
pornography and enme
. err/ Faiwell has led all of
ms seh ngMecus : Keep to
be-ne.e a"J fight Or ideas
that only deprive others ot
freedom : will stan with .terry
3^0 work rr'/ way down

Jerry Falwell'S credit in my
eyes has been destroyed
How
could
any
true
God loving person follow this
racist contradicting man (for
lack of better words)9 He
has already publicly stated
that he supports South Africa
and its Apartheid regions, yet
he claims to be of God and
love all
South Africa's Apartheid
government has killed many
blacks
destroyed many
nomes and broken many
families yet Jerry chooses to
support this and take up his
cross against Playboy and
John Cougar
There is no l repeat tor
those Bible jocks at tHe
Collegiate Bible Studies r o
way to prove nor is ther any
existing proof ot any d a ', <
imkmg pornography tc cr
There is no scientific wa»
possTie There might be a
corre.d!'On cut e .e n '"at
-rpT '', o- q' ££

would bet there are more
crimes and more desperate
acts carried out by distraught
people frustrated by guilt and
pain inflicted upon them by
outdated and unrealistic
pressures put on them by
impersonal religion yes I am
talking about Catholics
Protestant. Jehovahs and all
others and their repression ot
man's most natural (unction
sexuality (what a dirty word,
These people against
pornography are saying that
a e are
slaves to our
impulses that we cannot
control our acts
In other
words we are without reason
M reason is what is
ipposed
t o separate
.mans
t rc m an ima s
green
e m e nr t c- r
if
nkt-rS bC; S and gels
,r f P3 wc
See " W a v e s " on p. 16
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"Prince of Padlocks" Thrills Audience
Escape Artist Mike Griffin Brings
Excitement to Night Club Series
audience was allowed to completely
examine his mouth and claim that the
needles and thread had been
Police handcuffs, a straight jacket, swallowed. He then pulled out all eight
and "The Navy Seabag" didn't stop feet of thread with 40 glinting needles
Mike Griffin, nationally known escape along it's entire length.
artist, on October 9, in the Louis
An audience member was asked on
Armstrong Theatre. Griffin performed in
stage to pick one of four pistols
the Nite Club Series, thrilling and (loaded with high powered blanks) for a
chilling the audience with his daring
game of "Russian Roulette". The gun
stunts.
was cocked and at the count of three
Known as the "Prince of Padlocks" the trigger was pulled, luckily Griffin
Griffin has been called a cross between escaped danger and the show
Elvis Presley and Harry Houdini,
continued.
because of his incredible escapes.
"I loved it," said Deanna McBride,
One of the tricks included swallowing
sophomore,"I
don't see how anyone
two inch steel needles and eight feet of
could
get
out
of
those locks."
white cotton thread A member of the
By Kimberly Navarre
Campus Life W riter

Mike Griffin escapes death as the trigger is pulled

Choir Announces Activities
By Karen Kacynski
Assistant Editor
On Sunday, October 19, GVSC's five choral "Amyntus with his Phyllis Fair" by Pilkington.
Festival Chorale women will sing "Three Songs of
goups will present their first concert of the
Innocence" by Wetzler, accompanied by Sonia
semester.
GVSC Singers will perform the spiritual "Daniel, Teachout on violin, Mary Miller on oboe arid Jill
Included on the Festival
Daniel, Servant of the Lord," "I Was Glad," by Meewsen on piano
Chorale program will be the
Pinkham
and
three
ftafilo for Scholarship funding
spiritual "Here's One"
Scottish folk songs
GVSC Singers are holding a raffle for'A NIGHT
arranged by Hayes, with
Soloists for this group are
ON THE TOWN* to fund a scholarship for
soloist
Julia Scarlet.
Donna Doetch, Diane
returning choral ensemble members. The Prize
Music
In Motion, the
Package includes: a dinner for two at Cygnus at
Moore, Jack Lapp.and
GVSC
show
choir, will sing
the
top
of
the
Amvtfay
Grand
Plaza
Hotel
and
two
A d ria n
Boganey
an
arrangem
ent
of
tickets
to
see
the
Tuesday,
November
4,
7:30
Accompanist is Dawn
"Georgia
on
Mind"
with
p.m.
performance
of
’A
CHORUS
LINE*
at
DeVos
Cook
Hall. Tickets are $1 or six for $5 and are available
soloist Laura Snoor Also
The Varsity men, in their
from all GVSC Singer members. The drawing will
in their group will be the
second successful year on
be held October 24 at noon in room 156 of Calder
song
"Blue Skies" with
campus, will smg a group
Fine Arts Center. You need not be present to win.
soloist
Debbie Frontczak
of male chorus numbers
including "Down Among the Dead Men" by and choreographed arrangements of the "Best of
the Beach Boys" and 'Rhythm of Life "
Vaughan Williams
The concert is at 3 p m in Louis Armstrong
The Madrigal Ensemble of eight select voices will
Theater,
Calder Fine Arts Center A reception will
perform the madrigals "My Bonnie Lass She
Smileth" by Morely "Wounded Am I" by Byrd and follow the concert and admission is free
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc. sponsored a reception for
the senior citizens at the West
Michigan Care Center. The
fraternity brothers showed a
m ovie
and
served
fall
refreshments including fresh
cider.
The reception on October 9
at 7 p.m , was given because
the fraternity felt that senior
citizens oftt n don't receive the
attention they rightfully deserve
from family and friends who don't
have the time to visit.
Alpha Phi Alpha often takes
on similiar projects in the Grand
Rapids area.
For more
information concerning this
fraternity contact Joel Morgan at
451-4292

Archie’s
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR,

‘ "In ve n t"a ne w name f o r o u r Great
Benedict Breakfast and eat $11
w o r t h of free f o o d in ei ther the
Gall ey o r Deli.
‘ Place your entries by Oct 28.
1986 in either the Galley or Deli
'F o rm s available from the Galley.
Be sure to include Name. Address.
Phone.

' W inners w ill be contacted
by p hone Nov. 10, 1986.

LOTTERY
FREE ICE *
W ITH

KEG BEER
F'.andale
153-1007
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Movie Review:
Hurt Shines in Role

Lunchbreak Continues
By Kimberly Navarre
Campus Life Writer
Professional artists are scheduled
to perform in the lunchbreak Series
for the remainder of the fall semester.
All shows are free and open to the
public.
Featured on October 9, in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre was The
Arcadia Trio. They performed recitals
from Ludwig Van Beethoven
{1 7 7 0 -1 8 2 7
)
and
D m itri
Shostakovich ( 1906-1975 ).
"I thought the performance was
great," said Mark W illiam s,
sophomore,"they were able to make
every possible sound from the
instruments."
Two local senior citezen groups
traveled to GVSC to see The Arcadia
Trio. One group of about eight senior
citezens were from The Sherbrooke
Nursing Home,in Grand Rapids.
"We've came before to see concerts
last spring,” said Kay Williams,
assistant activities director,"they've
seemed to enjoy themselves.”
The other group visited from
Zeeland Community Education
Center, in Grand Rapids. There were
about 30 senior citezens and at times
as many as 50 travel together on their
outings.
'The Lunchbreak Series is a good
op p o rtu n ity
to see
qua lity
performances,” said Steve Hills,
senior coordinator of activities,"a lot
of folks don't get out It's a wonderful
chance for them to get out of the
house.”

Recently, The Arcadia Trio toured
Hungary and Yugoslavia. After their
U.S. tour this fall they will perform in
Spain and The Soviet Union. They
are lalso represented by the
Raymond Weiss Artist Management
in New York City.
The Aebersold-Neiween Duo
appeared October 6 , performing
several pieces on the GVSC 9-foot
S te in w a y
c o n c e rt
g ra n d
piano.Recitals were from composers
Claud DeBussy, Schumann, and
Liszt.
They have performed more than
100 recitals throughout Italy as well
as many in the U.S. They perform a
wide variety of their duo collection,
earning praise from critics for their
distinctive style and imaginative
interpretations.
Claire Aebersold is a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of
Music. Ralph Neiweem, is a graduate
of the Julliard School of Music.
Following their marriage in 1973 they
both completed graduate study at
Northwestern University. They are
currently Duo in-Residence at The
Music Center of the North Shore in
Chicago.
Future Lunchbreak Series
P ro g ra m s
in c lu d e
Adam
Makowicz.Jazz Pianist, on Monday,
October 13, and Claire Porter,
Modern Dancer, on Wednesday,
October 22. Schedules are posted
on campus bulletin boards and for
further information call the Campus
Information Desk at extension -3206.

AAF Underway
The Grand Valley State College the AAF. Past projects have included
Chapter of the American Advertising Tandy Radio Shack, Burger King and
Federation (AAF) is actively seeking Levi Blue Shadow Jeans. Competition
members for the 86/87 school year. All is among schools in the Sixth District
communication majors and students which includes Michigan State, Indiana
interested in advertising are invited. University and Western Michigan
Meetings are held on Thursdays at University. This year's campaign is for
2:00 p.m and Sundays at 5:00 p m at Chevrolet Cavalier.
the Cove in the Kirkhof Center The^ Community service projects for
AAF promotes advertising education, non-profit organizations invoving
provides valuable field experience and writing and artwork are also performed
gives it's members the chance to meet by the AAF Each year closes with an
advertising professionals and peers. end of the year reception for the Grand
A National Student Advertising Rapids advertising community
Competition is held each April in For further information contact
Katie Bolinger, 453-3285
Chicago which is the primary focus of

By Amy Klofkorn
CamoMS Life Editor
William Hurt, who recently won an
Acedemy Award for his role in the film
"Kiss of the Spider Woman" is
refreshingly convincing as a teacher of
the hearing impaired in "Children of a
Lesser God."
The touching story, set on the coast
of Maine deals with James Leed's
(Hurt) struggle to reach out to the
students of his speech class, and what
happens when he falls in love with a
25 year old graduate of the school,
Sarah Norman. Norman (Marlee Matlin)
quickly gets under Leed's skin as he
breaks through her stubborn barrier
and tries to get her to speak and read
lips instead of using the signing
method of communication.
The movie conveys the message

By James C. Fernald
BITTER
acerb
a c e to u s
acid
a cid u la te d
a cid u lo u s
acrid
a crim onious
b itin g
caustic
cu ttin g

harsh
irate
pungent
savage
shatp
sour
stin g in g
tart
vin e g a rish
v iru le n t

Acid, sour, and bitter agree in being
contrasted with sweet, but the two
former are sharply distinguished from
the latter Acid or sour is the taste of
vinegar or lemon juice; bitter that of
quassia, quinine, or strychnine Acrid is
nearly allied to bitter. P u n g e n t
suggests the effect of pepper or snuff
on the organs of taste or smell, as, a
pungent odor. Tart and acidulous may
have
agreeable
connotations;
acidulous refers to a slight degree of
acidity and tart to a pleasant
acidulousness, as, the acidulous flavor

that people really don't listen to one
another. The teacher is the one who
is really deaf. He is deaf to Norman
and to love itself. Both lead actors
convincingly convey the feelings of
frustration, anger, and happiness they
encounter in their passionate love
affair.
The two hour film, based on there
broadway play of the same name, by
Mark Medoff
did seem to drag at
times. This may be because I saw the
play on stage at the Grand Rapids Civic
Theatre two years ago and the
production was excellent. In a live
production actors can convey feelings
and images that don't come across on
film. If you're in the mood for a pleasant
love story I
recommend this film.
Rated R. Now showing at studio 28.

of carbonated beverages; a pie made
with tart apples. Acerb describes the
taste of unripe fruit.
Caustic indicates the corroding effect
of some strong chemical, as nitrate of
silver. In a figurative sense, as applied
to language or character, the following
words are closely allied: we say a sour
lace, sharp words, bitter complaints,
caustic wit, cutting irony, biting
sarcasm, a stinging taunt, harsh
judgment, a tart reply. Harsh carries the
idea of intentional and severe
unkindness, bitter of a severity that
arises from real or supposed ill
treatment. The bitter speech springs
from the sore heart. Tart and sharp
utterances may not proceed from an
intention to wound, but merely from a
wit recklessly keen; cutting, stinging,
and biting speech indicates more or
less of hostile intent, the last being the
most deeply malicious The caustic
utterance is meant to burn, perhaps
wholesomely, as in the satire of Juvenal
or Cervantes See morose.
AN TO N 7 MS:
dulcet,
honeyed,
lu scio u s, nectared,
saccharine, sweet.
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W hat's Cookin'
By Jan Cheryl Allen
Campus Life Writer
Food and cookery have a grand and
glorious history; it's deepest roots in
cultural tradition and history. I haven't
met anyone yet, that didn't profess
their family to have the greatest recipe
for this or that.
With the coming of occasions for a
good many deep-rooted food
traditions, it brought to mind to share
this aspect of food with readers, as well
as the necessary recipes. Our family ,
our cultural heritage, the culture we live
in orient us to our tastes in food.
Geographic location bears it's weight in
availability, seasonability, and the
seasons tend to make us think of
certain types of foods. Hot, hearty
soups are easily made in the
summertime- though most people
prefer an outdoor bar-b-que. Why labor
over a hot stove when it's 90 degrees
already? But come fall, many of us not
only have our taste buds set for cider
and fall apples, but the beginning of
the homemade soup and homebaked
bread season! Cold weather, but a
warm hearth and home.
Religion also can shape our food
folkways. There are scores of various
religious holidays throughout the yearwith deep food traditions among their
practices. Each religion, and the same
religions in other regions have their
own interpretations of food and
celebration.

commumcoRE
*TERM PAPERS
* RESUMES * THESES
*TYPING
* WORD PROCESSING

ALL YOUR TYPING
NEEDS AT REASONABLE
RATES
950 TAYLOR GRANT)
HA YEN ,MI
846-7730

Our "American" food traditions filter
down to us from various other folkways
of those who settled our land. The
"Hot dot)" is our adaptation of German
sausage. Apple pie is German also.
According to the native traditionalists,
respectively, "chop suey", "pizza" and
the "burrito" are American in their roots.
Many of our holiday traditions are preChristian ("pagan") folkways adapted to
then, the new religion. Much of our
celebratory practices are English, and
indirectly Germanic. Please share your
family's historical and cultural recipes.
Your family's culinary claim to fame!
The upcoming holidays are those of
deep food tradition, and also of giving
and sharing.
Life is more than,
"Cheeseburger, Pepsi."

Crawford also was
Little League athletics were so much teammates.
fun. I was fortunate enough to be on confident in his ability.
In fact, the coaches were going to
the winning teams more often than not.
There were trophies for champions, red-shirt him, which would allow him to
and runners-up also (they were always develop his skills while sitting-out a
smaller though). There was ice cream season. It would have given him an
or sodas for the winners, tears and extra year of eligibility also.
tantrums for the losers.
Crawford was prepared to wait,
Those were the days before
though it was difficult to maintain his
professional athletics were discovered
desire and aggressiveness. Being
to be a multi-billion dollar industry.
Major college athletic programs once red-shirted is practicing, working as
produced legendary rivalries, and hard as everyone else and cheering for
teammates while standing on the
spawned a multitude of bowl games.
Hot Mulled Cider
sidelines,
because
you are not
Today, college sports are also a
Heat, but do not boil, half a gallon of
allowed
to
play.
profit-minded industry.
It is the price many athletes must pay,
fresh cider with one stick cinnamon,
Each year high school seniors across
either because of physical ailments or
three or four cloves, (cardamon in place the nation are beseiged by thousands
because coaches want to keep players
of one or the other, in addition to). of college athletic recruiters. These
around an extra year. It is often times
Before serving (or in each mug), put a salesmen offer athletically gifted
slice of fresh lemon. For you of age teenagers an opportunity at an an exploitive measure.
"They said they were going to
lushes, a shot of Vodka per mug, education, and the chance to be
red-shirt me, then all of a sudden they
make's a hot spiked cider! The same exploited as student-athletes.
recipe can also be used with your
Many college athletes fail to make it in said they weren't," Crawford said.
He was the type of player who was
favorite wine in place of cider for the classroom, and some on the
mulling.
Then all you need are playing ‘field. Others have the ability to never very vocal, which hurt his
doughnuts. According to Farmer's be successful at both, but fall victim to chances in arguing his case. "I talked to
Almanac, 'doughnuts' are a form of the insensitivity of college coaches.
all the coaches, and they would just tell
"soul" or "dirge" cakes that were
me to talk to another coach."
I know of an athlete here at Grand
originally distributed to the poor. Many Valley who is one such victim.
The coaching staff continued to give
Saint's days are celebrated with "dirge
Carlos Crawford was a sophomore him the run-around until, he turned to
cakes".
linebacker for the 6-0 Lakers until just Tom Beck, the head coach. "Coach
Beck wouldn't even talk to me,"
last week.
Crawford
said.
Crawford
hails
from
River
Rouge
High
ALLENDALE WOMEN'S
To spare the obscenities I won't even
School, in River Rouge, M l-a small,
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
suburb of Detroit. He was recruited by mention some of the choice words
UNION ASKS...
several schools, but chose GV after the Crawford used in his explanation of the
Laker coaching staff sent a black coach account. Take my word for it they were
to recruit him. He was informed of how pretty bad.
"DID YOU KNOW?”
I think it is a sad situation, partly
beneficial GV could be to him, a small
because
I know this young man, and
school nestled in the cornfields, which
Today, the deception in
partly
because
I can empathize with
cigarette advertising is more
had a lesser number of minorities than
subtle than in past years, but
him
We've
all
been used, in some
Crawford's high school had But he
still effective in
was also told that things were rapidly way, at some point.
communicating the message
What is worst still, is the fact that he is
changing, and the situation here would
that it is reasonably safe to
not
the first to be so used by the
be
adaptable
smoke. The ads seem to be
system;
and in all likelyhood, he will not
He
is
a
good
football
player,
having a dinimishing effect on
he
the
last.
men, but now are being strongly
according to several of his former
and effectively targeted at
& V V V V V V V -V # #
-V Q
young women. The imagery of
ski-racers, wind-surfers,
aerobic dancers and other
athletic role models belies the
A professor can never better distin
Money is the seed of money, and
reality of addiction, disease
guish himself in his work than by the first guinea is sometimes more
and death.
encouraging a clever pupil, for the true difficult to acquire than the second
sponsored by
discoverers
are among them, as million
Vernon’s Hardware
comets amongst the stars.
-J.J. Rousseau
--Carl Linnaeus
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Nuclear War
Topic Explored

K jkdw ?

This week's focus:
GVSC Day Care Center

By Jackie Graeber
Campus Life Writer
was based on a classoffered at the
Flower children of the world unite University of Wisconsin in Milw&Ree,
in room 114 of
Lake
Superior but is becomming popular in many
Hafl on Wednesday nights? Not quite- colleges and universities in West
just a group of students and professors Michigan, such as Calvin College,
who are interested in learning more which is located on the outskirts of
about nuclear warfare and how to Grand Rapids.
^
prevent it should it ever happen again.
As for the coordinator's own feelings
Coodinator of this class, Dr. David on a nuclear war,1Huisman had little to
Huisman says he can't foresee such a say. ”1 don't have a crystal ball to tell if
war reoccuring, but he also says he such a war will ever again recur,'' he
can't predict it not happening again chuckles, "but I don't see it happening
either.
during my life time. I guess it's always
The course, explains Huisman, was possible. "
not desiigned to teach the students
As to the common thought of a
what to do'in the case of a nuclear war, nuclear war putting an end to life as we
but how to prevent one from ever know it, Huisman says it would depend
happening.
on the amount and size of weapons
Other topics that are to be covered used.
in the class are: the causes , dynamics
" A nuclear war isn't dependent on
and consequences of nuclear war, and the U.S and Russia alone," states
the roots of aggression, deterrence, Huisman. "Other countries like France
and disarmament.,
The class is aimed and England are also involved in
at the general student who knows little nuclear warfare."
about nuclear warfare, explains
On the subject of nuclear testing,
Huisman who now sees the need for Huisman is very set in his ways. " I only
more specialized classes to be formed. speak for myself when I say it is a
He explains that more advanced and sincere wish that we ( The US) would
detailed courses at such universities as
Yale offer entire classes in the above stop nuclear testing as Russia has
mentioned topics that GVSC covers in done. Then I think other countries
about two weeks. He says the class, would follow suit. Of course that's only
which began for the first time this fall, a goal, a wish and a prayer."

By Karen Kacynski
Assistant Editor
Did you know that Grand Valley State
College has its own Day Care Center for
staff and students' children?
Did you know that it is located just
west of the main campus entrance on
Lake Michigan Drive?
The Lanthorn spoke to Mary Ann
Krause, director of the Center, about
the Center's programs, facilities, and
admission requirements.
From the outside, the Day Care
Center looks like'any other house, with
the exception of possibly more
playground equipment in the front yard
han most houses have. However,
each room inside the house serves a
purpose much different from those in
ordinary houses.
The Center has Pet Room, where
the children care for and play with small
animals, a Cognitive Room for learning
about colors and numbers, an Art
Room, a kitchen . a Story Room and a
Big Room (which is the house's
converted garage) where the children
have play time and share time.
The Center takes children ages two
and a half to five years. They can be
children of GVSC staff, students, or
from the surrounding community. The
Center is licensed for handling up to 32
children at any one time.
Krause described the following
average day" at the Center:
Day starts at 6 a m.
6-9
Unstructured play time
9-9:30 Breakfast

9:30-10 Circle time - either sharing
time or language arts
10-11 Three small rotating groups cognitive room, cooking, art,
or some other activity,
depending on the day
11:15 Recess
11:45 Storyfime
12:00 Lunch
Brush teeth
12:45-2 Rest
2-3
Nature hikes, silly putty,
paper, scissors and glue,
games or some activity that
the children choose
3:00
Snack
After snack time is unstructured play
‘time until parents arrive. Parents must
pick up their children by b p.m.
New to the Center this year, the
children go to the pool and gymnastics
room in the field house on Mondays
and Wednesdays.
As Krause says, "We try to give the
kids a lot of experiences."
The Center's staff of 15 is composed
mainly of work-study students. The
students learn as they go along, but as
Krause says, 'The staff does a fantastic
job of making my job easier."
Parents, if you want to know more
about the Day Care Center, give Mary
Ann Krause a call at 895-4146.
However, be aware that there is a short
waiting list to get your child into the
Center.
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operate a graduate institution, are in the deans of the divisions. . to design
need of a dependable, permanant a strategy for the recruitment and
provider for the facilities the center will retention of students particularly
interested in the arts and sciences."
provide
Addressing this, Lubbers' fourth
recommendation was that he appoint a
committee, consulting with the Provost
and Chair of the All-college Academic
Senate, which would review the
college's "Role and Mission Statement"
in light of the responsibilities Grand
Valley inherits from the G R Center.
Finally, Lubbers cited what he
termed. "Academic Initiatives " These
included accreditation, the future of
Grand Valley, and the return of the
liberal arts and sciences emphasis in
education
In his final recommendation, Lubbers
said. “
I suggest the Dean for
Academic Services and the Director of
Pr esi dent Arend Lubbers
Admissions meet with the Chairmen of
Photo by Arthur Radlicki
all arts and sciences departments, and

6
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ave of Success

Photo Essay by Todd Saylor

The Noble Court. ..

The Homecoming Court, from left to right Came Wasmiller. Junior. Language Arts. Marc Wohiteil, Junior.
Communications. Chris Carvey. Senior. Theraputic Recreation. Thomas Ruede. Senior, Business and
Broadcasting. Anne Mikols. Senior. Nursing and Health Science. Robert Pattison. Senior. Political Science.
Kathleen Tanman. Junior. Language Arts. Robert Wilson. Junior. Broadcasting. Queen Tiffany Taylor.
Senior. Spanish. King Bob Budlong. Senior. Advertising,Public Relations

the Queen, Tiffany Taylor, ride atop the Audio Clubs
ic from the Beach Boys.
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Cutter©
Crew Club
Oct 18

Crew Club Rowathon, begin
ning at 9am. Meet at Ski Hill
behind Physical Plant.
Rowing to Grand Rapids.
Pledge information at
532-4149, ask for Kathy.
Oct 24,25 Grand. Valley Crew Club
Regetta at Columbus, OH.
Meet at Ski Hill behind Physi
cal Plant. Car-Pooling. Bring
$$ for lunch. Come along for a
good time.

Collegiate Bible Studies
Schedule
Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Oct.16
Commons Dining RoomJohn Bjorlie, President of
CBS, Considering Eternity
Oct.23
Commons Dining RoomProbability of Prophecy
Oct.30
Commons Dining Ro»mThe Meaning of the Cross,
John Bjorlie, Pres, of CBS

Culture Calendar
Oct 25
through
Jan 25
through
Mar 1
through
Feb 1

Nov 30

Oct 11&
31
•SNEAK PREVIEW
SATURDAY 7 pm KIRKHOF CENTER
SUNDAY 7 pm & 9 pm LAT
— t l students, J2 n o n -s tu d e n ts "™

Oct 12

The GR Art Museum; Armand
Merizon: A Retrospective.
Distinctive seascapes,
GR Public Museum, 150 Sesquicentennial Exhibition: Out
of the Wilderness Exhibit
GR public Museum, Michigan
in 1835, Exhibit. Museum
hours; 10-5 Mon-Sat, Admis
sion $1 Adults, .50 kids. 54
Jefferson Ave. GR Ph:
456-3977
BLANDFORD NATURE
CENTER 1715 Hillburn NW„
9-5, M-F, 2-5 Sun. Ph: 4536192
8pm, F 2:30, 8pm, Sat & Sun
2:30 & 3:30pm, Roger B.
Chaffee Planetarium, Ph:
456-3977
Visitor's night at James C.
Veen Observatory, on clear
nights only 8:30-11pm.
Guided Tours of the Voigt
House Museum, 115 College
SE, GR 2nd Sun of Month,
1-3pm.

Comedy
Oct 15

Kevin Matthews makes a re-

Nov 5

turn visit to GVSC with Dan
Ballard of WLAV F.M. 12
noon.Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center. Admission $2.50.
Everyone welcome.
Sam Kinison and Carl Labove
at the State Theatre in
Kalamazoo, 8 p.m. Tickets
$13.50. Available at all
Believe In Music, Ticketmaster, and the State Theatre
Box Office.

The Holocaust
Except for the events on Nov 9 and 16,
all events are scheduled for the noon
hour in rm. 102 Manitou.
Oct 15
Adriana and Peter Termnaat,
hid jews
Oct 17
Mandy Evans, in hiding
Oct 29
Prof. Gilbert Davis, History of
anti-semitism
Nov 9, 16 "Shoah" of Claude Lanzmann,
Quad Theater, 2 pts, 1-5:30
Sun.
Nov 10

Prof. Mary DeYoung, the
family

WMAX CONCERT LINE
Oct 18,19 Bob Bennet, GR
Oct 11
Petra, Degarmo & Kay,
lickets-GR 957-6282
Nov 4
Farnell & Farnell
Nov 7
Micheal W. Smith GVSC
Fieldhouse, tickets $4
Nov 14 Carman, Stadium Arena,
$3 Reservations, $2 gen
eral admission
Nov 25
Silverwind, East Kentwood
Auditorium
Dec 2
Greg Volz, Kim Boyce

Career Planning &
Counseling Center
Students may sign up for these seminars
at the Career Planning & Counseling
Center, located in the Commons. Staff
members are avail- able from 8am to 7pm
on Monday and 8am to 5pm Tuesday
through Friday. Ph:895-3266
Oct 21
Building Self-Confidence,
2-4 pm, 152 Commons, 4
se-sions. Limit 12

Oct 22

Oct 22
Nov5
Nov 5
Nov 10,
11
Dec 1
To Be
Annc'd

Assertiveness Training,
5:30 - 7pm, 152 Commons
4 sessions, limit 12
sessions, Limit 12
Drinking - ’ Driving &
Thinking", 1-2:30pm . 152
Commons.
Relationship Skills, 3-5pm,
2 Sessions, limit 12
Preparation for Graduation,
3-5 pm, limit 12, 152
Commons
Career Exploration, 3-5pm
2 Sessions, limit 12,, 152
Commons
Preparations for Exams,
7-9pm, North Commons
Seminar on Sexually Transmitted Diseases. More
info later.

Audio Club
Oct 30

Bonfire

American Advertising
Federation (AAF)
Meets:

2 p.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Sunday
The Cove, Kirkhof Center
President: Katie Bolinger
All school of communications and
English majors ’welcome.

PETER GABRIEL
Nov 17

8pm Joe Louis Arena, Detroit,
Ml, $16.00 reserved at Joe
Louis Arena Box Office,
Hudsons, & all Ticketworld
Outlets. 313-567-7500

SAM KINISON
LOUDER THAN HELL TOUR
.Nov 3
8pm Michigan Theatre (Ann
Arbor.) Tickets $10 at
Michigan Theatre, 313-6688405 & all TicketWorld lo
cations.

NOTE:
The Lanthorn invites all student org
anizations to publish their schedules and
activities in the Lanthorn.
_______

Groups Plan Alcohol Awareness
By Jeff Brand
News Editor

MON.-THURS. 4:00-1:00
FRI.-SAT. 4:00-2:00
SUNDAY. 4:00-12:00

791-0568

2844 Lake Michigan drive

n

"We're going to have a crashed car on
display all week in front of the Kirkhof
Center," said Terri Carlson.
Carlson is the advisor of BACCHUS
which is sponsoring activities during
Alcohol Awareness Week Oct. 20 through
the 26. "The car is going to be filled with
beer cans and students will try to guess the
number in the car. It was donated by the
TKEs. A prize will be given for that," she
said

.50 cents Off
Pasta Dinners!
e«o 10. 22 86

blue avenue

"BACCHUS is really getting off the
ground and people are getting involved,"
said Carlson "My big push is for people to
get involved ‘ Carlson outlined the week's
events hoping students would develop an
merest m the "Campus-wide" activity
On Wednesday, Oct 22, President
Arend Lubbcs wm' make a declaration in

front of the Kirkhoff building by the crashed
car. According to Carlson, the week's
events are as follows. Every day from
4:15p.m. to 6:30p.m., pledges not to drink
and drive will be taken in the Commons
Building.
Monday: A video entitled, "Drinking
and Driving: The Toll, the Tears," will be
shown repeatedly in Copeland Hall. Also,
slogan entries for the week and Alcohol
Awareness program will be due at the
information desk in Kirkhoff by 5 OOp m
The contest is open to all students.
Tuesday: "Drinking and Driving: The
Toil, the Tears," will, again, be shown all
day: this time in Robinson Hall.
Wednesday: The winner of the Slogan
contest will be announced.
President
Lubbers will speak at 2.00p.m. in front of
Kirkhof with the presentation of N.C A A
week

See "AA Week" on p. 16

francois cauvin

Buckner Explodes for 117 Yards
By Adrian White
Staff W riter
It was a defensive battle in Lubbers
Stadium last Saturday
as
the
unbeaten Grand Valley State Lakers
defeated Central Conneticut State by
the score of 21-11 on Homecoming
Day.
Ray Buckner was the work-horse for
the Lakers as he rushed for an
impressive 117 yards from just 17
carries. Buckner picked his way
through small gaps and utilized all of
his offensive lines blocks.
In the first half, both teams played as
if they were possessed defensively.
The defensive squads didn't allow a
touchdown in the first half,as all the
points came on fieldgoals. Central was
the first to score as Berl Esdelle kicked
a 27 yard field goal with 7:39 left in the
first quarter to give Central a 3-0 lead.
With 10:16 left in the second quarter,
Laker place kicker Nick Henttonen
booted a 42 yard field goal to tie the
score at 3-3. With just one second
before the half, Henttonen's leg was
put to work again as he split the
up-rights from 41 yards out
At the
half, Grand Valley had a 6-3 lead over
Central Connecticut.
Both defensive squads played hard
at the beginning of the third quarter as

if they were playing for their lives.
Central's defense finally gave in as
quarterback Guy Schuler scored from
10 yards out on an option play. After a
penalty, Buckner
dived into the
endzone for the two point conversion
to put the Lakers ahead by the score of
14-3 with just 2:17 left in the third
quarter.
The Lakers scored again in the fourth
quarter as runningback, Mike Brown
powered his way into the endzone
after breaking several tackles. Brown's
run and Henttonen's extra point put
the Lakers up 21-3.
Central didn’t give up as quarterback
Bill VonKlock threw a seventeen yard
touchdown pass to Matt Mikula with
6:30 left in the game.
Kieth Ailing
scored on the two point conversion to
leave the final score at 21-11.
VonKlock played a good game for
Central as he completed 17 out of 35
passes for 195 yards.
Dan Reeves and Darrell Smith were
defensive stand-outs Saturday on the
Laker squad as they displayed their
abilities to deliver the bone crushing
hits at the right time. Both players had
10 solos a piece. Reeves had 8 assists
while Smith had 9.
The eighth ranked Lakers will travel
to Hillsdale this Saturday to face the #1
ranked in the NAIA Hillsdale Chargers.
Game time is 1:30 p.m

Micheal Brown carries the ball 2 7 yards for Grand Valleys third toucnaown or me

game. Brown had five carries for 46 yards.

Photo by Todd Saylor

Dad, Look at Me Now!
By Deanna McVicar
Fathers can sometimes be very
important in the development of their
children
Every child seeks Dad s
praise and Jean Mentzer was no
exception When Jean's older brother
started running their father expressed
his feelings of pride so Jean thought
she would get in on the action and
started running
1he Mentzers live in Flat Rock which
is m the south eastern corner of the
state and where the geography is as
'he name implies But that didnt hurt
jean's running career which flourished
a: Flat Rock High School She ran four
,ears ol track but wouldn't go out for
: ross country due to an achilles
emblem aggravated by distance runs
Her track specialties included the 400
and 800 meter runs, which she clocked
:ne mmute flat and 2 20 which would
v it pe very tough to beat at any high
school state meet1

Jean's interest in Physical Therapy
brought her to Grand Valley where she
is in her fourth year, balancing her
studies with track the last three years
Her freshman year Jean didn't run
because she felt she needed a break,
however, "when I wasn’t running it was
like I was just another number" She
started running and competing again
and became the number one runner
tor Grand Valley State
Last year proved to be Jean's best
collegiate season ever with promise ot
even greater success
In cross
country, Jean consistantly ran number
one for the Lakers, placing 7th at
conferenced 1th at CMU invitational
and 30th at the NCAA Division II
Regional
Coming off a successful cross
country season, Jean picked up an
even more momentum that earned her
through indoor and outdoor track
Grand Valley saw Jean double
champion in the 800 and 1500 meter

when it hosted the GLIAC Indoor
Championships. There was a mix up in
the timing of the 800 in which Jean ran
an unofficial record time of 2:18 By
the 1500, the timers got their act
together and officially recorded Jean's
record of 4 42 The outdoor season
brought Jean two more titles in her
favorite, the 800(2 14), and the
1500(4 42)
Jean even ran a third
event- the 3000 where she placed 3rd
Running three events in a conference
meet and placing in all three of them is
no ordinary feat, but then Jean is no
ordinary person
"What makes her so motivated9' one
might ask Jean laughs, "I wish I knew
As long as I keep winning I'll keep
running and competing " But don't get
her wrong, Jean is not in it for the
glory alone Although Jean
really
likes to race", she also like the feeling
of being in shape of being a more
complete person Jean says that she
Mil probably run throughout the rest of

A n s w e r to l ast w e e k ’s q u e s t i o n : B ill R ussell and

Tom H einson both were m em bers o f the B oston
Celtics.

professional sports.

doctor told her that the pain could
develop into a stress fracture if she isn't
careful By taking a day off every week
and supplementing her running with
some tennis and racquetball Jean
hopes tc stay tough until the
conference meet
Jean Mentzer is one person who
knows where she wants to go and has
the ability to get there Maybe it took
dad's praise to get her started but now
Jean has proved herself very much
worthy of that praise and much more
to come

P e p p in o ’s P izza

The Boss Baffler
This
week's
question:
What
professional
f r a n c h i s e h a s t he h i g h e s t w i n n i n g p e r c e n t a g e in

her life, but maybe not with the same
intensity
For now Jean's eyes are focused
straight ahead on the cross country
season where she would like to
improve her season personal record of
19 18 to the mid- 18 00 range Jean
should be able to achieve that goal
provided that her right shin can handle
the stress of her daily workouts The

895-4308
I

mm guaranteed delivery
or 50% off ^
DORMS ONLY v
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Duel Conference Win
Sets Record
By Laurie Wagner
News staff
Wins over Michigan Tech and Lake
Superior State sets the Laker volleyball
"record at 18-2, 5-0 in the conference.
The Lakers defeated Michigan Tech
in the three consecutive games 15-3,

C heech's P redictions

15—7, 15-2 last Friday.
Lake Superior State was sent down
1-2-3 by scores of 15-9, 15-5, 15-11
last Saturday.
Grand Valley goes up against
Hillsdale in their next home conference
game, October 18 at 1:00 p.m.

The Man With the Plan
philosophy, although we aren't always
an attacking defense in terms of
structure.
We adopt structurally
The Grand Valley State football team
*
has been drawing a great deal of according to the situation. We came
attention lately with their 4-0 record and into the season thinking we'd attack
Top Ten ranking. Much of the attention more structurally. As it turned out,
has been focused on GVSC's high we've had to do less of that. A big
powered offense. However, while •reason is the way our offense has come
head coach Beck's offense has around this year. We don't need to
grabbed the headlines with 135 points take as many chances on defense- we
in the first four games, the defense has can be more conservative, make teams
quietly allowed only 38 under the work harder to score against us."
tutelage of coordinator Frank
As defensive coordinator, Pergolizzi
Pergolizzi.
has
free rein in defensive structure and
Pergolizzi, 29 and married, is a native
game
plan independent except for final
of Rosedale, New York who played
approval
from Coach Beck. However,
linebacker for Williams (Mass.) College.
After graduation he was head coach at he says, "A lot of the time I ask (Beck's)
prep academies in Maine and Delaware advice. He's a great offensive coach."
Pergolizzi also had high praise for his
State. Coach Pergolizzi joined Tom
Beck's staff at Elmhurst (III.) College players in the success of the Grand
and followed Beck to Grand Valley in Valley defense. "Some have more
ability and others not so much," he
1985.
commented,
"but they all work well and
What is Pergolizzi's concept for
they
work
hard."
He had special praise
Grand Valley's basic defensive
philosophy?
" N o t to gi ve up for the linebackers, but declined to
points...we're an attacking defense in single out any one player.
By Darren Struble

The Laker football program
has come a long way in two
years. My first semester at
Grand Valley the Lakers were
0-10. Saturday's football game
againsst Hillsdale may be one
of the biggest in the hfstory of
Grand Valley State football.
This games needs no hype,this
is for all the marbles, Hillsdale is
ranked #1 in the NAIA polls and
Grand Valley State is ranked #8
in the Division II polls.
Hillsdale's backup quarterback
is doing a great job for the
Chargers the Lakers will have to
contain him. If the Lakers can
receive a solid game from their
defensive line they will be in
great shape.
Schuler will be
able to play this will keep our
offense intact. Look for big plays,
Tom Kazen on offense and
Darrell Smith on defense.
Grand Valley State 24
Hillsdale
20

My overall record is 37 out of 60 for

61%.
Pro Picks
L.A. Rams over Detroit
C hicago over Minnesota
P hilly over Dallas
Cleveland over Green Bay
C incinnati over Houston
Buffalo over Indianapolis
L.A. Raiders over Miami
New England over Pittsburgh
W ashington
Atlanta over
New Orleans
Seattle over
Kansas City
Denver over

over St.Louis
San Francisco
over Tampa Bay
N.Y. Giants
over San Diego
N.Y. Jets

LAKER
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

Harriers Finish Fifth
a personal best of 26:04. Ed Kiessel,
recovering from last week's flu bug, ran

By Deanna McVicar
Staff W riter

a strong race in 27:32 for 26th place.

It seems that last week's sunny
weather brightened up the men's
crosscountry team who traveled to
Dowagiac for the Southwestern
Invitational. The team ran well as a
whole with some team members
turning in their personal bests, over the
5 mile course
Coach Clinger is
pleased that his team is showing a lot
of improvement as the conference
meet approaches
Chris Karas placed fourth overall with

Third-man Bob Christian hit the finish
line in 27:40 for 28th place. In35th was
Jim Clobaush clocking a time of 28:05,
with freshman Kenny Walrath following
in 28 16 to take the 38th place
In team standings , Ferris ran away
from the field in a low score of just 25
points Grand Valley was fifth out of
seven teams

Lisa Cancelli - Cancelli, a 6-0 senior m iddle blocker
from Bridgeport, led the Lakers to wins over Ferris
State and Oakland w ith 16 kills and a .344 attack
percentage.
A A A

A A A A A
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Schuler Gives Lakers Big Lift
As a high school senior Guy Schuler
never heard of Grand Valley State
College- - quite frankly. Grand Valley
never heard of Guy Schuler.
But in 1983 both Schuler and Grand
Valley made their acquaintances and it
worked out to become an ideal
situation for both parties.
Schuler, from Amherst, Ohio, is a
business management major at Grand
Valley State, but he's better known as
the quarterback on the Laker football
squad which is off to their best start in
their 16-y§ar history with a perfect mark.
The 6-3, 205 pound junior, has led
the way this season completing 84
open passes for 6 TDs and 1132
yards. He has also rushed 42 times for
139 yards and 7 TDs. Sbhuler is the
Lakers’ leading scorer with 50 points,
which ranks him among the nation's
Division II leaders along with his pass
completion percentage of .641. He
has moved into third place in career
passing at GVSC with 2,300 yards and
is threatening the single season total
offense record-of 2,343 yards set by
Jim Lynch in 1983.
Some veteran Grand Valley
observers say Schuler is the best
quarterback in GVSC history, his coach
Tom Beck won't argue with that but
says Guy is one of the toughest players

on the team. "We've got a bunch of
tough guys but not one of them - - not
linebackers or anybody- - is tougher
than Schuler," praised Beck.
Beck also claims Schuler may be the
strongest quarterback around. "He
benches 355 pounds and I haven't
heard of any other quarterback that can
do that." The second-ye,^r Laker coach
also claims Schuler has a pro arm. "I
worked with the Chicago Blitz in the
USFL as offensive backfield coach so I
know professional talent when I see it.
Guy is a team player, this was even
more evident when Guy was injured last
week and spent his time helping our
younger quarterbacks.
Guy also
understands it takes more than a
quarterback to have success in football.
The quarterback may get all the press
but without the linemen and the other
people on the team he wouldn't enjoy
the success he already had," Beck
added.
Schuler says he doesn't want to be
your average stereotype quarterback
"Some people think of quarterbacks
as fragile, injury prone and not very
strong. I want to run the ball like a back,
I don't want to be classified as a normal
quarterback. I want to be the best in
Division II."
A high school All-America at Elyria

happened to me. I don’t believe I
would have made a difference in the
outcome of the season."
Schuler says that experience has
helped him and his teammates. "We
went through a lot together in 1984, we
were really down as a group and don't
ever want to go through that situation
again."
Beck brought in a positive attitude
and changed all of that. "It started in
the Ferris game last year," Schuler
explained. "We were down 21-0 late in
the third quarter and won the game
27-21.
Now we know we can
comeback against anybody and that's
why we were so successful in marching
98 yards in the last two minutes to beat
Butler, 30-28."
Schuler says he and Beck get along
really well. "He knows what he's doing
all the time but more important he's
more than a coach. I can talk to him
about things other than football at
anytime."
The strong-armed quarterback is
looking to the future. "I want to win the
Great Lakes Conference championship
and I want to be the best in Division II. I
realize now that I couldn't have
selected a better place than Grand
Valley. I'm very happy here and the
people here are great."

Beck and Grand Valley are just as
happy to have Schuler around.
Catholic High School who threw for 12
TDs and 1,600 yards during his senior
year, there seems to be some
confusion on just how Schuler arrived
on the Grand Valley State campus.
Here's Schuler's story.
"I was offered partial scholarships by
two Mid-America Conference schools
and the reason I didn't get a full is
because they said I wasn't big enough
and was too slow. One school told me I
was their third quarterback choice so
when things didn't work out a friend of
mine at Northwood Institute contacted
a couple of Michigan schools but they
all said they were set at quarterback. I
brought some of my game film to the
new coach at Grand Valley, Bob
Giesey. He knew who I was because
he had scouted me as an assistant
coach at Ball State. Grand Valley's
campus was one of the nicest I've ever
seen and I was impressed with their
athletic facilities."
Schuler came to Grand Valley in the
fall of 1983 and things did not go
exactly as he had planned. He played
in only a couple of games and
completed two of four passes for 73

See "S chuler" on p. 14

Knee Injury Ends Career
By Laurie Wagner
Staff W riter
Senior Pat Ora's knees underwent a
multiple of sprains before his
career ending injury during his
sophomore year.
During the Blue and White
inta-squad game, Ora was hit hard from
the side on the third play of the game.
The anterior cruciate had been torn
which is a major stabilize of the knee
Nine days later arthrospopic surgery
was performed to see what damage
had been done The doctors decided
against the open surgery believing he
didn't need it at that time Throughout
the summer. Ora's knees would
occasionally "give out" without notice
Even with the aid of the Lenox hill
brace he experienced the same thing
In late August, prior to his junior year.
Ora underwent the reconstructive knee

surgery. Following the surgery, he
wore an immobilizer that can increase "The closer it got, I realized I didn't want,
to take the chance of going through it
and decrease mobility.
again," he recalls, "I've been through it
all
and I didn’t want to go through it
A week later, after being released
again.
I love football but I love walking,
from St Mary's hospital in Grand
Rapids, he began with quad tightens too.”
It's difficult for an athlete to be
and leg lifts and gradually was able to
suddenly
pulled out of a sport they've
do those with a weighted boot.
played
for
years. "The hardest part was
For six weeks, Ora walked using
during
and
after game day,” said Ora,
crutches and the immobilizer. For the
"You
feel
like
you don't fit in because
final week, he wore just the immobilizer
you're
still
on
the
team but you're not
and began work on the Ajlux machine
really
a
part
of
the
team."
In a short time repetitions and
Ora is not able to compete in athletics
resistance were increased He also
began swimming and running starting now except for some tennis here and
with a half mile a day and gradually there and when he does he must wear
the brace
"I find myself going
working his way up.
His nine month rehabilitation program halfspeed in certain activities," he said
ended in late April Throughout the
Though Ora no longer plays football,
summer, he did drills that involved he's out on the field each day He
cutting back and forth on his own and helps out in practice drills and is part of
found that his knee didn't feel stable the scout team
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All it Takes
Is All You've Got

position clocking a surprising 20:50,
with
Pam Ruppert 3 seconds behind in
By Deanna McVicar
20:53.
Cindy Payne ran a superb race
Staff W riter
with a personal best of 21:32 to which
Last weekend brought confidence to she commented,"all it takes is all you
the women's crosscountry team in got". Newcomer, Pam Kroll ran a 22:00
Dowagiac,where they ran the and Kim Bruck a 22:10 in her first race.
Grand Valley placed fourth out of the
Southwestern Invitational.
The
weather was nice and the SK course 12 team field in which Notre Dame took
first place. The team is psychologically
produced many personal best times.
Gail Hoffman, running a very fine race stronger than last year's squad and has
Coach Gary
placed 13th with a personal best of showed team unity.
19:24.
Second for the Lakers was Martin was pleases with the team's
Laura Moore in 19:42 also freshman performance, but has higher hopes for
Amy Young ran a personal best of the conference meet. This week the
20:02 to place 3rd on the squad. Laker harriers will travel to East Lansing
Luanne Meyers brought in the fourth for the MSU Invitational.

Santarlas Wins I.M. Title

Independent Division
- WHATEVER
Rick Myers
Jim Bailey
Jeff Jennings
Stan Strait
Total

38
41
45
49
173

TOTALLY RIPPED
Chris Henderson
Victor Rosendale
Randy Rapson
Dave Bailey
Total

37
38
50
51
176

DRUIDS
Tom Villemure
Gary Martin
George McDonald
Leroy Hackley
Total

44
48
49
49
190

Todd Gustke
Cheri Martin
Mark Beadle
Total
RAVINE GRIZZLEYS
Jon Strickley
Scott Bergeon
Dave Undman
Dave Snooke
Total

52
55

66
220
51
54
56

66
227

WOMEN’S DIVISION
TOTALLY RIPPED
Nancy Murphy
JeanCoomes
Melanie Rogers
Karen Schultz
Total

61
59
61
77
258

INDIVIDUAL
Chris Henderson
Rick Meyers
Victor Rosendale
Todd Wilson
Jim Bailey
Jeff Judd
Tom Villemure
Darryn Lawson

37
38
38
39
41
42
44
44

photographer and now continues his UNDERPAR
hobby for the various departments at
45
Todd Breault
Grand Valley State. Tom is also a
49
Doug Shaw
Tom Santarlas won his second pledge of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
54
Shellie Helmker
straight mens single I.M. Tennis Title this semester. In winning the intramural Scott Casebolt
54
last week. Santarlas won by default in tournament the TKE’s picked up 75 Total
201
points which goes toward the
the finals, over Bob Shamo.
Tracy Brumleve (top female)
44
Tom is a sophomore at Grand Valley All-Sports Campus-Rec Championship. WAMPUSES
Jeff Jennings
45
Tom attributes his success to hard
with an undeclared major. He has been
47
Randy Grimes
Todd Breault_____________
45
playing tennis since he was eight years work and tournament play. Tom plays in
ever want to go through that situation
old Tom started playing on a United States Tennis Association "S chuler" from p. 13
again.”
competitve level as a sophomore in tournaments. The U.S.T.A. is the
•
yards
and
a
touchdown.
The
1984
Beck brought in a positive attitude
high school at St. Josephs Lake governing body of tennis (professional
season
was
probably
the
low
point
in
and
changed all of that. "It started in.
Michigan Catholic High School. Tom, and amateur). They have tournaments
Schuler's
career.
the
Ferris
game last year," Schuler
along with Grand Valley States Athletic all over the country every weekend.
"I
thought
about
quitting
a
hundred
explained. "We were down 21-0 late in
Director George McDonald, hope to Tom feels that intramural program has
times," explained Schuler. "I even got the third quarter and won the game
bring tennis to Grand Valley as a varsity improved 100% since Leroy Hackley
in the car a couple of times to go home 27-21
Now we know we can
has taken over as Intramural Director.
sport in the future.
Santarlas hobbies include football, "Hackley has organized the intramural Here I wanted to prove to the Division 1 comeback against anybody and that's
ice hockey and photography. In tennis program in a professional schools that they had made a mistake why we were so successful in marching
highschool Tom played safety and manner," says the two time champ and I wasn't even playing at the Division’ 98 yards in the last two minutes to beat
II level."
Butler, 30-28."
backup quarterback for his football Santarlas. Hackley has also organized a
But the 1985 season brought in
Schuler says he and Beck get along
team Photography is one of Tom's doubles
and
mixed
doubles
interests as well He has worked for his tournament which will be played in the Beck as head coach and the really well. "He knows what he's doing
turn-around for Schuler. Although he all the time but more important he's
high school
yearbook as a near future.
split playing time with Chris Panzl more than a coach. I can talk to him
before winning time in the second half about things other than football at
of the season, Schuler, completed 117 anytime."
of 228 passes for yards and 4 TDs.
The strong-armed quarterback is
"I realize now sitting out the 1984 looking to the future "I want to win the
season was the best thing that Great Lakes Conference championship
I fI a i ■r J< \ t / •
1
happened to me
I don't believe I and I want to be the best in Division II I
*
would
have
made
a
difference in the realize now that I couldn't have
1
selected a better place than Grand
1 outcome of the season."
Loc<]N- i on “ to Icwor floor
cf K
Center
Schuler says that experience has Valley. I'm very happy here and the
Fall Hours:
$4.00 OFF
C.ill 895-3656 and risk for D< b
:
Monday thru Friday
helped him and his teammates. "We people here are great"
exp O r: 31, 1986
Wal* .n or Appointment
9 00 a m 6 00 p m
X went through a lot together in 1984, we
Beck and Grand Valley are just as
were
really
down
as
a
group
and
don't
happy
to have Schuler around
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happens to a scientist when he has
become almost a cult figure, as is the
case with Carl," said Sullivan. "He is
probably not only being as productive
scientifically as he would be were he
just sitting there all by himself doing
scientific work instead of sitting in front
of the television cameras all the time."

"S ullivan" from p. 1
lead to premature hope on the part of
the public.
Other editors, said Sullivan, believe
that in most cases the two do not
compete but actually compliment each
other with their differing styles of
reporting. Scientific journals tend tp
focus on details, while the press gives'
more of an overview of the information.
The reporter (of the press) does not
explain how the experiment was done,
all of the details, all of the steps taken to
avoid being misled, which is what the
scientists would want to know,"Sullivan
said.
Another problem for science
reporters is what Sullivan calls the
"publicity hound," or scientist who is
constantly seeking the public spotlight
and spending smaller amounts of time
in research. Carl Sagen is an example
of a "publicity hound," mentioned by
Sullivan.
Sullivan, who is a friend of Sagan
and appreciates what Sagan is doing
to inform the public on research,
nonetheless, says that Sagan suffers

for the great amount of time spent in
the public eye.
"There is now a word you hear in the
s c ie n tific
com m unity
ca lle d ,
"Saganization," and this is what

j i|
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However, Fridsma went on to say,
"Students need to be aware that the
new bill could effect their eligibility in
the future "
The new legislation shows no
s ig n ific a n t
changes
to
the
Supplemental Grants and College
Work-study programs.
After Sullivan's presentation, which
The Pell Grant has been changed in
was the first in a series of lectures two ways.
One, the authorized
sponsored by GVSC this year, maximum cost-of-attendance amount
reporters and other
interested will be increased by $200 every year
listeners were given the opportunity to until 1992. Two, Pell Grant eligibly will
interview Sullivan in room 156 of the be extended to less than half-time
• Fine Arts Center. Participants in this students in the 1989-90 academic year
session, about 20 , learned a little more if they have a zero eligibility inc^ex and
about Sullivan personally--his there are sufficient funds available.
The name of the National* Direct
preparation for his life work and his love
Student
Loan program has been
for his work and the universe he reports
; changed by the new legislation to
. on.
"Perkins Loans" in honor of the late
One of the things in the universe that Carl D. Perkins.
impresses Sullivan is the great order
The Guaranteed Student Loan
within the make-up of living organisms. Program has undergone significant
! changes.
"It's hard to believe that this could
Linder old legislation, anyone whose
have all just simply evolved without any ' indome or parent's income was under
direction," he said, "but probably it
$30,000 a year automatically qualified
did."
for the GSL
The new legislation
specifies that GSLs will be authorized
according to demonstrated financial
need, as many other types of aid are
The following is a word for word currently authorized.
excerpt from a past issue of GVSC's
The part of the legislation that has
student rtm newspaper. There are NO undergone the most significant change
typo's or changes. This column will be is the definition of an "independent
run regularly to give current students a student." The new definition states:
perspective on the rich history at Grand
"An independent student is a
Valley.---Editor
student who has attained age 24. If a
student has not attained 24, he or she
is independent if he or she:
- is an orphan
- is a ward of the court
from the Friday, March 15, 1968
- is a veteran
issue of The Valley
View
- is a graduate or a professional
student
Distinguished teachers and scholars
- is married
on campuses across the nation will "call
- is not married, but has legal
up" GVSC students during the next
dependents
few weeks as the college carries out its
presents documentation of
program of tele-lectures for selected
other unusual circumstances
courses
demonstrating independence to
Tele-lectures use ordinary long
the
student
tin a c ia i
aid
distance phone lines to bring a distant
administrator,
or
professor's voice into the classroom
v. : . 3 not claimed as a dependent
The professor's voice is amplified from
for
ia / purposes for the two years
the receiving telephone over a public
poor
to the award year and
address system to the assembled
dem onstrates self-sufficiency
students Questions are transmitted
during that two year period by
through a PA microphone to the
showing evidence of an annual
professor in a reverse process
mccme of at least $4,000 for singie
Some concern has been voiced over
persons
and $8,000 for persons
the calling the lectures "tele-lectures "
with
dependents,
and
It has been charged that such a title
See " A id " on p. 16
See Flies p. 16
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"AA Week" from p. 1
The Prinking and Driving video will be
shown outside the Counselling Center in
Commons from 11:30a.m. to1:00p.m. and
free "mocktails" will be served.
The movie "Arthur” is scheduled to be
shown at 8:00p.m. in the Crow's Nest in
Kirkhof Center. Free "mocktails” will be
served here, too.
Thursday: Kistler Hall will feature the
Drinking and Driving video.
Friday: "Dancin' in the Sheets” dance
and party will feature food and $1.00
rootbeer mugs to be sold by Z«*a Delta Chi.

"Aid" from p. 15
- if treated as an independent
student during the preceding
calendar year, was not claimed as a
dependent by any other person for
such preceding calendar year."
Congress has passed the bill
authorizing these changes in the
finacial aid legislation.
Although
President Reagan has not yet signed
the bill into law, indications, however,
are that he will.
Questions or concerns about this
new legislation can be directed to the
GVSC Financial Aid Office at 895-3234

From Files p.-15
implies that there is visual as well as
audial reception of the lecturers. One
GVSC professor suggested remedying
the situation by calling them
"Phony-lectures." No action has been
taken on the matter.
The series is financed by a grant from
the Dyer-lves Foundation. Each is
scheduled to be followed by a ten or
fifteen minute question and answer
session.
The first lecture was "Science and
Morality in Criminal Law," by Jerome
Hall, in March.
Other scheduled lectures are:
April 8 : John Smith, "American
Philosophy"
April 10: Mark Papworth, "Human
Evolution"
April 18:
Richard Andres,
"Computers"
May 1: Wilton Krogman, "The
Physical Growth and DEvelopment of
Children".
Other tele-lectures are being
planned, in the fields of astronomy,
international relations, and political
science.

"Waves” from p. 3
and last but,

everything to "protect us" I
hope everything I have is not least,
"FIND YOUR WAVE!!!!"
labeled "R" because life isn't
Give
us a break!!! Where's;
P G. Stephen P. Cooper
the sandbar9 We can't ride
this Wave at all... will
somebody stop this wavey
nonsense?...STOP IT... JUST
To the Editor
A few of us got together STOP IT!! Do us a favor and |
and decided we were on a wave good-bye to the Wave.
different "wave"-length than Let's get rid of it before we all
the ingenious folks who drown!
Seasick in Lake Superior
decided to steal Coke's most
recent slogan "Catch the
Wave." We sense lhat the
To the Editor of the
GVSC Wave is about to
become a
tidal wave. Lanthorn,
I think having a catch
Please, won’t somebody help
phrase
and logo to promote
us, we are drowning in the
pride
in
Grand Valley is a
Wave!
We are about to
good
idea
and I congratulate
"wipe-out"- - throw out the life
those
involved
in its
jackets- -please..
development.
However
(and
Like
the
"Beast
of
Zumberge Pond," but visible I may be in the minority), in
to everybody, "Catch the choosing "Catch the Wave"
Wave," is sneaking up on us. as the phrase, somebody
HELP!!
W e're being (or bodies) blew it. It lacks
originality. Surely the school
overcome by the Wave
Ideas of surfing and such could have somethihg more
things should be left to those creative In tact, a student
folks living in California and jokingly (I think) suggested
Hawaii
Even Coca Cola, "Catch the Brain Wave" (it
who invented "Catch the was in a psychology class),
Wave," would not go as tar as which I actually like much
It shows more
the well-intentioned, but better
over-zealous and delirious creativity, and we are an
people who continue to ride educational institution first,
their stolen Wave, while at are we not7 So why not
the same time trying to get promote it Maybe we should
have a new catch phrase and
the campus community to
logo every year If so, how
"Sense the Wave"
about
Grand Valley State,
"Value the Wave"
"The
Choice
of a New
"Ride the Wave"
Generation" tor next year
"Meet the Wave"
Don Paszek
"Go tor the Wave"

Clearance
and
improvement of the donated
land is slated to begin next
spring or summer
Ot her
donor s
who
cont r i but ed
to
the
$3 4-million collected toward
the $6 million goal include
Alloytek, Inc , the Keeler
Fund, Daverman Associates,
L Perrigo Company, Bill &
Marylin Crawford, Grand
Rapids
Label Company,
Bissel. Inc , and Johnson &
Dean, Inc Completion of the
new center is expected in
early 1988

HORSEBACK RIDING SPECIAL:
$ 5 : 0 0 For 1 hour . Ride with or
without a guide. Weekdays thru Oct.
Beautiful color wooded trails . Also 2-3
hour rides, sunset rides, horse-drawn
hayrides. FLYING
HORSESHOE
RANCH 795-7119

TERM PAPERS, RESUMES, etc.
Typed, accurate, fast, professional,
reasonable, call 532-2960
Missing: One off red WALLET w/gold
design. Lost after 10pm on Tuesday
Oct. 7. Either in the Kirkof Center, the
Library or on way to Ravine Apts.
Contained no money, but all my ID.
Small reward. Please contact Susan at
895-6009.

NEEDED
A ride for Tuesday & Thursday
night
Classes 6-9 p.m. from
Jenison area. Please call 669-5114.
DIALrA-TYPIST
For term papers, compositions, research,
aid and editing!
Call Marcy at
245-8874.
LITTLE ADS CATCH THE EYE:
Place your ad in the classified section
for under $2.00 today! For more info
call the Lnndthom 895-3120
Research Papers . 15,278 available!
catalog $ 2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206X T,
Los
A ngeles
90025.
TOLLFREE Hot Line 1-800-351-0222,
Ext. 33 VISA/MC or C O D ,__________
LOST: AVOC’ET Bike Speedometer,
black with digital display and two
buttons. REWARD!
Call 457-6407

aftcr6£rm____—ii

THERE A RE TW O SIDES TO u
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARM Y.
And they’re both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
omfhe right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army'Nurse Opportunities, P.0 Box 77 lb
Clifton, NJ 0701S Or call toll free 1-800-US A-ARMY

ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYO U CAN BE.

r
i
2

I
I

I The BUZZ stops//here...
Gip this ad, bring it to Haircuts Plus
& Save $2 on any Haircut (reg. $8) or
Save $5 on any Perm (reg. $23).

"Center" from p. 2-------He added,
"This gift will
allow us to provide ample
parking space even during
peak conference times when
the greatest number of
people will be using our
facility"
The new lot brings the total
of college-owned parking
spaces to 427, while 1380
city-owned spots lie within a
1500-toot radius ot the
campus
The parking lot
donated by Trierweiler will be
connected to the new center
by a lighted walkway under
U S 131

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY.
Gain valuable marketing experience
while earning
money. Campus
representative needed immediatly for
spring break trip to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.

$60.00 PER HUNRED PAID: For
remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed stamped envelope for
information / application. Associates,
Box 95-B NJ 07203

I

Pull the plug on
"has been hair”
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